
Following an induction with graduates from all of our schemes in September, you’ll head to your first
placement, where you’ll immediately start making an impact on our ambition to help Britain achieve
Net Zero.

Our 15-month programme offers the chance to experience life within the Nuclear Security Team, the
team is made up of the following areas:

-Policing and Operational Support
-Security Design
-Personal Security
-Information Security and Cyber
 

At EDF, everyone's welcome. We want you to feel comfortable bringing your whole self to work, to be
part of an environment where there's mutual trust and appreciation, created through the building of
meaningful relationships with one another. 

We have 9 Employee Networks, which have been created by passionate volunteers, at all levels across
our business, to provide a community where everyone feels included.  Our networks are:
 

"Our Nuclear Security graduates will enjoy a diverse experience of
construction security aspects of Hinkley Point C, operations on

Advance Gas Cooled reactor and Pressurised Water Reactor power
stations, as well as cyber defence and response planning. It's an
excellent foundation for a career in nuclear cyber and physical
security through recognised qualifications and a development

path that includes rare real-world experience of nuclear security."
Ben, Head of Security Service Delivery 

       Over the next few years the UK’s nuclear landscape will change significantly. Several of EDF's Advanced
Gas-Cooled Reactors (AGR) will have moved into defueling and decommissioning, we'll see Hinkley
Point C (HPC) start to generate and we hope to see the development of Sizewell C (SZC) and other new
construction opportunities. 

To prepare for this change, we've launched a new way of delivering technical support across Nuclear
Operations, HPC and SZC: Nuclear Services. Nuclear Services is our technical centre of excellence,
supporting our nuclear business from construction, to operations, to decommissioning; delivering
integrated engineering solutions contributing to the UK's energy needs now and in the future.

What is Nuclear Services?

What kind of placements will I complete?

Visit our Graduate Hub to find out more our recruitment process and life as a Graduate at EDF.

Apply now

Life at EDF

https://www.edfenergy.com/careers/graduates
https://www.edfenergy.com/careers/graduates/nuclear-security

